Thank you for your interest in the SALT Program!
SALT is an acronym for Skills And Leadership Training. At Widjiitiwin, there are
numerous opportunities for application and training in a peer-led environment. This
peer interaction is a key component in transitioning from an observer, to a competent
leader. We seek to meet young people where they are, and journey with them in the
direction of Christ-likeness.
The camp environment is rustic and full of adventure, and SALT utilizes the worldclass Muskoka setting for its of-site rock climbing and canoe trips, where SALTers
learn valuable skills in project and community management, while being challenged
with spiritual truth from the Bible. Our quality staf live alongside campers and seek
to set a Godly example that will inspire youth to new heights as the salt and the light
of the world.
In this package you will fnd more information on the programming and required
information for application. Please read through this thoroughly as it will explain
much of what is needed to have a great experience in the program.
Any questions can be directed to the Camp Director, Josh@mycamp.ca
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Expectations:
The SALT program is designed to meet youth where they are at and be a catalyst to move them
towards Christ and expand their capacity for infuence.

Theme Verses

Matthew 5:13-16 You are the salt of the earth. But if the salt loses its saltiness how can it be made salty again? It is no
longer good for anything except to be thrown out and trampled by men. You are the light of the world. A city on a hill
cannot be hidden. Neither do people light a lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on a stand, and it gives light to
everyone in the house. In the same way, let your light shine before men, that they may see your good deeds and
praise your Father in heaven.
Leadership: Psalm 78:70-72 He chose David his servant and took him from the sheep pens; from tending the sheep he
brought him to be the shepherd of his people Jacob, of Israel his inheritance. And David shepherded them with
integrity of heart; with skilful hands he led them.

Who Can Come?
SALT Is open to campers 14 - 17 years of age.

How long is the Program?
SALT is 4 weeks (28 days) long and includes as many as 336 programmed hours without including mealtimes.

What kind of Accommodations will be provided?
SALTers are housed separately from other campers in one of our traditional cabins, in a boys or girls section, and under the
direct supervision of a Cabin Leader. At times, opportunities may arise for SALTers to stay in a cabin with other campers to
learn from one of our trained Cabin Leaders. During the canoe trip, SALTers and staff will have access to 3-season tents.

What do I get out of the SALT Program?
The personal nature of the program allows SALT to focus on personal growth. Each session is an amazing 4-week
experience in the stunning outdoors of Muskoka. Everyone will find something different at Widjiitiwin, but here are some
topics you can expect to discuss:
Who am I?

Who is God?

Motivations in Life

What's next?

Appreciating Others

Positional Leadership

Confict Resolution

Possible Careers

Goal Setting

Essential elements of a Team

Character and Integrity

Personal Improvement Planning
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Topics to Explore:
Social Styles and MBTI personal profles
These tools seek to provide an understanding of yourself, to identify strengths in each other and break down
barriers while uplifting the values of those around you. Using complementary approaches, these tools give a more complete
view of how to understand yourself and be the best you can be.
Practical Responsibility
SALTers will have opportunities to be trained and to instruct and facilitate games and activities, as well as leading
campers in spiritual discussion. Additionally, opportunities to experience hospitality and service areas of camp in a
constructive manner that is unique for every group. This might include building a step for the waterfront, or props for a
program.
Spiritual Development
During the course of the program, special guests and staff present examples of leadership from the Bible,
examining the character, impact and significance of the events and individuals that God used in the course of the scriptural
narrative. SALTers also experience spiritual disciplines demonstrated from scripture, and are encouraged to journal about
those experiences while building a healthy spiritual lifestyle.
Recreation and Unique Experiences
In addition to all of the training, SALTers will have a lot of opportunity for FUN. Swimming in waterfalls and
lakes, exploring and participating in elaborate games that happen only at camp, broaden the cultural horizon while
emphasizing a need for recreation in community.
Community Service
Utilizing partnerships in the community, SALTers will provide valuable assistance to a local agency or organization
that connects them to areas of special need that exist in most communities. This is often considered one of the most
impactful experiences by SALT alumni, where they can actively meet a need.
Specialized Leadership Sessions
Discussions around key components of teamwork and leadership models provide a model for future development.
This is facilitated by established leaders with compelling visual aids.
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Certifcations:
Provides the opportunity to gain 2 valuable certifications:
1.

ORCKA – Ontario Recreational Canoeing and Kayaking Association levels 1-3.

These levels not only demonstrate a competency in the canoe, but also are a valuable gateway into professions that include
guiding, outdoor education, environment Canada and MNR. In some cases, the provincial government requires certification
from ORCKA to do specific jobs. These certifications are also a valuable demonstration of proficiency in learning outside of
the formal education system.
2. Bronze Medallion/Cross – Life Saving Society
These are advanced swim qualifications that permit youth to actively guard swimming areas and include valuable first aid
and CPR training. Relevant occupations include life-guarding, life-saving instruction, Babysitting, Any job that requires
first aid and CPR training.
3. Emergency First Aid – Life Saving Society
Emergency first aid equips young people to respond with confidence to common emergencies. This is a doorway into camp
and social services.
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TESTIMONIALS
“The out trip was my favourite because everyone became so close and we all gained so much trust for
each other”

-SALT Camper
“High school led me a bit away from God. I stopped reading my Bible as much and praying. I became
lazy. But then last summer I went to SALT. It lifted me up! It was the best experience of my life. I was
at the highest point of my relationship with God when I was there. I learned so many new things and I
tried to bring everything along with me and make it last even after SALT. Since then I have been able
to keep my relationship with God growing and getting stronger.”

-SALT Camper
“My salt experience was very important and I will cherish the relationships I have made with everyone
there.”

-SALT Camper
“The SALT program must have been the best thing I have ever done. The program brought me closer
to God than I ever thought possible, and ever since that summer at SALT I have been growing closer
to God everyday”

-SALT Camper
“On our way home today our boys talked the whole way home about their experiences over the past 3
weeks at SALT. They loved it and hopefully will take what they've learned and apply it to their lives in
everyday opportunities. Thanks again for ofering such an awesome program for kids. May God
continue to work in and through Widji and they shape young lives for Christ.”

-SALT Parent
“SALT changed the direction of my daughter's life. As a result of the training that she received at
Widjiitiwin, she is now pursuing a career that involves helping others, with a heart and compassion
that didn't exist in her before her SALT summer. I highly recommend SALT to anyone interested in
seeing immense personal and spiritual growth in their lives, or the lives of young people they love.”

-SALT Parent
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ADVENTURE/ARTS Activities
SALT has a variety of Adventure programming, and Creative programming with performance standards and
requirements, for campers looking for a fun environment that looks at God's Character as revealed in his creation. There will
also be opportunities to cultivate expression, for campers looking for a fun environment that looks at our creativity as a
reflection of God's own creativity.
Potential Activities (subject to availability):
Adventure

Creativity

ORCKA
Bronze Med/Cross
Rock Climbing
Bouldering
High Ropes
4 Day Canoe Trip
Canoe to Town
Overnight on Widji Island
Hydrodynamics (Port Sydney Rapids)
Map reading and Trip Planning

Radio Broadcasting
Drawing/Painting (Fine Arts)
Photography (Visual Arts)
Musical and Acting opportunities (Performance
Arts)Canoe Trip to Tom Thomson lake
Creative Writing
Baysville Arts Festival
Group of 7 Tour
Group Facilitation
Program Development
Worship Project
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How To Apply
All applicants for the SALT program MUST be committed to the following:
.Be teachable and open to feedback and correction from SALT staff and cabin leaders.
.Be willing to work hard and give a 100% effort.
.Seek to work in cooperation with other SALT members, the SALT staff and other camp staff.
.Seek to be a good example and witness by lifestyle and word to all campers for Christ.
.Follow all policies and rules of Camp Widjiitiwin and the SALT Program.
.Be in agreement with the MBC/Widjiitiwin Statement of Faith
.Each SALT member must remember why they are involved in the program and keep their focus on this purpose.
Applying to SALT at Widjiitiwin is a simple process, and to aid in completing it, below is a list of steps to guide you.
1. Go to www.mycamp.ca/our-season/salt/
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Click on the Register Online Button and fill in the application and health form. This usually takes between 20 - 30
minutes.
Upon submitting your application, you will be contacted to setup an interview time
Send the Reference forms on the following pages to at least two people
Fill out your personal experience form included in this package
Upon successful completion of the interview process, if accepted, you will receive an acceptance letter and a
link to pay your deposit.
Your deposit is required to reserve your spot in the SALT program
Full payment is due by June 1st before the summer you have registered for
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Personal Experience
Before your interview, you will be required to fill out some personal experience for us to get to know you a little better.
Fill out your personal experience form here: http://widjiitiwin.ca/saltexperience/

References
You will need to obtain 2 references from adults who know you in different areas of your life (e.g.: church,
school, work). At least one of these references must know you in a church/Christian context.
NOTE: Your application will not be processed until all reference forms have been received.
For your convenience and ours, we prefer that you send the following link to your references, which will guide
them quickly through the process. If you need paper copies, please contact the Widjiitiwin office.
http://www.widjiitiwin.ca/saltreference
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